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A result of Davenport and Schmidt related to Wirsing’s problem is generalized 
so that complex numbers are approximated using the algebraic integers T 
from the field, Q((-D>l’*), together with numbers of degree two over T. Here 
D is a square free positive integer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is shown in a paper by Davenport and Schmidt [l] that if y is a real 
number not rational or quadratic irrational, then there are infinitely 
many rational or real quadratic irrational approximations 01 satisfying 
I y - 011 < CH(a)-3 (1) 
where H(a) is the height of (Y and C is a constant depending only on y. 
This is a particular case of a problem investigated by Wirsing in [6], 
which arises from the study of the relationship between Mahler’s and 
Koksma’s classifications of trancendental numbers (See [5, Chap. 31). 
In this paper we prove some generalizations of the Davenport-Schmidt 
result. 
In order to state our theorem we will need some notation. For D a 
square free positive integer and Q the rational numbers let T = Q(( -D)l/“) 
be the field generated by (-D)l/“. By T-integers we mean the algebraic 
integers contained in T. 
An integral basis for T over the rationals is given by (1,2-l(1 + D1/2i)} 
or { 1, DW} depending on whether D is or is not congruent to - 1 
modulo 4. (See [4, Theorem 6.1 I].) Thus any nonzero T-integer t satisfies 
Itl 2 1. (2) 
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For any polynomial 
f(w) = i XjWi 
j=O 
with T-integer coefficients set 
hf = max(l x0 I,..., I x, 1). 
For h algebraic of degree n over T, let S, be the set of nonzero polynomials 
f of degree n with T-integer coefficients and with f(A) = 0, and let 
Hr()o = min{hl 1 f E SJ. 
Note that the possible values of /zt lie in a discrete set, and hence the 
minimum in this definition does exist. Our relatively complicated definition 
of h, is necessary since in general there is no unique factorization in T, 
and hence there is no natural definition for a “minimal polynomial” of h 
over T. 
Finally, let S be the set of all numbers which lie in T or are of degree 2 
over T. 
THEOREM. If e is a complex number not in S, then there is a constant 
K. = Ko([) > 0 and infinitely many X in S which satisfy 
1 g - h ) < K,H&y. (3) 
We next let A, be the set of all complex algebraic numbers of degree n 
or less. We will show in addition to the theorem that for 6 complex but 
not in A, there are infinitely many h in A, for which 
I g - h I << g;;:splB if n=2, if n=3. 
Here H(h) represents the height of X over the rationals and the constant 
of < depends only on 5. 
In order to see that (4) is best possible, suppose that 5 is in A,+1 but 
not in A,, and that 01 is in A, . Let g(x) = Cfzo a& be the minimal poly- 
nomial of c11 and h(x) = Cyzi b& that of 6. Let E = ~(a),..., a(L) be the 
conjugates of (Y and 5 = [‘Q,..., gtn+l) those of g. 
The polynomials g(x) and h(x) have resultant 
a;+lbf,l(g _ a)(,$ _ ,(Z') . . . (g - &W) . . . (,fW+l) - a) s.. ($%+l) - &k)), 
which is a rational integer and therefore has absolute value at least 1. 
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By an inequality of Mahler [3] 
/ u 
k 
&),&) ... m(im) I d I ql I + I a, I + ... + I Uk I ,< (n + 1) H(a) 
ifO<m<kandl <iI<iz*..<i,,(k.Thus 
] a;+lb;+l(f - &2’) 1.. (5 _ &c))(p2) _ 4(5’2’ _ &3)) . . . (pfl) _ ,uc’)\ 
= 1 bf&+, / ( a,(‘$ - CP)) ..* (5 - a’“‘)I 
x 1 u&f’“’ - 4(5’2’ - 43)) . . . @2, _ &q 
) f  - a 1 1 .p - a(2) I =l.f-cLl1&-E 
and hence 
If- - (y 1 > fq+(fi+l)m, 
x I g(P3’>l .-* I g(P+91 < H(a)“fl, 
where the constant of < depends solely on 6. 
Combining our previous inequalities gives 
[ > H(01)-(“fl), 
with a constant dependent only on 5. This shows that our result is best 
possible for n = 2 and n = 3. 
2. Two LEMMAS 
We will begin our proof of the theorem by proving two lemmas. First, 
however, we need some preliminaries. 
For any nonzero 
E=a+bi (5) 
with a, b real we define the following constants depending only on ,$. Set 
C, = (2 I ab 1 + I b I) IN2 + I a2 - b2 I + I a 1, 
C3 = 2 1 ub I + I b I + (I u2 - b2 ) + I a I) W2, 
C, = 1 + D1i2 , 
and 
c, = 25c33 > 1. 
Choose C, to satisfy 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
0 < C, < min(D-li2, C;l, C;‘) < 1 (10) 
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and put 
c 1 = 23~-v4c-= > 1 4 . (11) 
We define the K, of our theorem by 
and let 
Note that 
K, = 4C,2C,s(2C,2 + 3) (12) 
Kl = 2K;‘Cbs. (13) 
(2C,2 + 3) lq = (2C,2 + 3) 2K;lC,g = (2C,e)-? (14) 
We next put 
& = ij - 2C,%, > 0, (15) 
the inequality holding by (9) and (14). The constants C, , C, ,... will 
remain tied throughout the paper. 
Our proof of the theorem will be indirect. We will assume that there 
is a complex number 5 not in S for which 
I t - h I 2 fwrw3 (16) 
for any X in S with sufficiently large height H,(A). This will lead to a 
contradiction and the theorem will be proved. 
We will also need the following notation. For x, y, z complex let 
x = k Y, 4, 
I x I = max(l x If I Y I, I = IX 
-w) = x5” + Yf + z, 
and 
P(x) = 2xf + y. 
Using these equations we can write 
L(x) = x(a + hi)2 + y(u + hi) + z 
= ((a” - P)x + ay + 2) + (2abx + by& 
and 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
P(x) = (2ax + y) + (2bx)i. (21) 
LEMMA 1. For any sz&icientZy large X > 1 there is an x not the origin 
having T-integer components for which 
lx1 <x, (22) 
1 L(x)] < c,x-2. (23) 
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Proof. we put 
x = cx + jlD1f2i, y = y + SD1/2i , z = p + aD112i 
where 01, /3, y, 6, p, (T are real numbers. Then 
L(x) = ((a2 - b2)x + uy + z) + (2abx + by)i 
= ((a2 - b2)oz - 2abD112/l + ay - bD’126 + p) 
+ (2aba + (a2 - b2) D112/l + by + aD1128 + D1j2a)i. (24) 
Let V be the set of points (01, fl, y, 6, p, u) satisfying the inequalities 
max(l 01 I , I B I , I Y I , I 6 I) -c 2-%X, 
max(l Re(L(x))l , I Im(L(x))j) < 2-1CIX-2. 
(25) 
We see immediately that if x satisfies (25), then (23) holds for x. We must 
verify that (22) also holds for x. To see this, note that by (10) 
( x / d 1 (Y 1 + / fl 1 D1i2 < 2-l&X + 2-1C4D1/2X 
< 2-1x + 2-1x = x 
and similarly 
IYl <x. 
Using (6), (lo), (24), and (25) we see that 
! p I < ](a2 - b2)cx - 2abD1/2b + ay - bD1j26 1 + 2-fCrX-2 
< (I a2 - b2 I + 2 I ab j D1jz + j a / + I b I D1/2) 2-lC,X + 2-T,X-2 
= 2-l(C,C,X + c,x-2) < 2-1X 
for sufficiently large X. Similarly by (7), (lo), (24), and (25) 
/ u 1 < 2-‘D-li2X 
for sufficiently large X. Hence 
I z I d I p I + I c~ I D1” -=z X. 
Thus in order to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that Y contains 
a point with integer coordinates not all zero. Since V is convex and 
symmetric about the origin, this follows from Minkowski’s theorem in 
the Geometry of Numbers, provided the volume of V is at least 26. 
Let U be the set of points (x1 ,..., x,J for which 
) Xj ( < 2-lCJX(j = l,..., 4)~ 
1 Xj ) < 2-lClX-‘(j = 5, 6). 
(26) 
64117/3-3 
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Then the linear transformation A4 with UM = V satisfies 
Det(A4) = 
Thus since by (1 l), U has volume 
1 OOOaZ-bb2 2ab 
0 1 0 0 -2abD112 (a2 - b2) D112 
OOlOa b 
0 0 0 1 -bD1f2 aD1f2 
00001 0 
00000 DW 
Vol(U) = (C4X)4 (C,X-2)2 = C12Ca4 = 2sD-1/z, 
we see that V has volume 
Vol( V) = Vol( U) 1 Det(M)I = (26D-1/2) D1jZ = 26. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose x = (x, y, z) has T-integer components and h is 
the root off(w) = xw2 + yw + z for which ( [ - h 1 is minimized. If 
H,(A) is suficiently large, then 
I P(x)1 < 2Ky1 I WI H&W (27) 
Proof. If x # 0, set 
f(w) = x(w - Mw - h2) 
wherewehavelr-AlI <l[--A21.Thus 
f'(w) = x((w - Al) + (w - X2)>. 
Since L(x) = f (6) and P(x) = f I(.$), 
P(x) L(x)-l = f’(0fW = (5 - w1 + (f - A,)-l. 
It then follows from (16) that 
I f’(x)1 d 2 I WI I - A, I-l < Xi1 I @)I H&V3 
if H&) is sufficiently large. 
If x = 0 then a similar proof holds. 
3. THE SEQUENCE OF MINIMAL POINTS 
For each X > 1 we consider the set of x with T-integer components 
lying in the region defined by 
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The values of 1 L(x)\ in this region are distinct since L(x) does not vanish 
at any T-integer point except the origin. The point x where ( L(x)1 takes 
on its minimum in the region, we call the minimal point for X. 
Obviously, if x is the minimal point for X’ and X”, then it is the minimal 
point for all X between X’ and X”. By Lemma 1 we get different minimal 
points as X gets larger. Hence there is a sequence of rational integers 
1 < X, < X, < ... 
such that the same minimal point corresponds to all X in 
xj < x < xj,, 
but to no other X’s. Denoting this minimal point by xj we see that 
We put 
and 
J;(w) = xjw2 + yjw + zj 
for each positive integer j. 
We set 
Li = I WA Pj = / P(Xj)(. 
Then 
L, > Ls > .‘. . 
Furthermore, by Lemma I 
Lj < C,X& (28) 
for any positive integerj. From the definition of xj we also see that there 
are no x with T-integer components for which 
I x I < x,+1 and I L(X)1 < Lj * (29) 
For I complex there do not exist distinct positive integers j, k for which 
xj = rxI, . (30) 
Otherwise, we could assume j > k so that I r ( > 1. Thus we would have 
Lj < L, and Lj = j r I Lk > La. 
In the following we will need to use the theory of ideals. (An exposition 
of this appears in [2].) We use [a] to mean the ideal generated by 01 if 01 
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is in T and we use N(a) to mean the norm of the ideal a. Recall that two 
ideals a and b are equivalent if there is an algebraic integer (II satisfying 
b = cxa. (31) 
We will assume (See [2, Vol. II, Art. 541) that any equivalence class of 
ideals contains an integral ideal a with 
N(a) < c,2. (32) 
LEMMA 3. If h is the root of&(w) f or which 15 - A I is minimized then 
H&l < G” I xi I and I xi I < H&Q3 (33) 
where the constant of < depends only on 4. 
Proof. We have fi(lt> = 0 and a polynomial h with fn(h) = 0 and 
Hz-69 = hf, . 
If deg X = 2, we show that 1 x5 1 = Hr(X). First, there is an a in T with 
J;(w) = aYXw>. 
Certainly 1 a ) b 1. Set 
Then 
J&v) = aAw2 + bAw + cA . 
1 Xj 1 = hf, = I a I hf, 3 hf, >, I(aA , b, , cJl 
so that since Xj was a minimal point we have 
KG31 3 If;:631 = I a I LfXN 
Thus 1 a \ = 1 and 
I x, I = BOO)- 
If deg A = 1 and xi = 0 then the same conclusion holds and the proof 
is similar. 
In the case deg h = 1 and Xi # 0 we will prove the two inequalities 
of (33). 
In proving Hr(h) < Cb3 1 Xj 1 we will use the theory of ideals. First, 
there are T-integers a, , a, , bl , b2 , d for which 
fi(w) = xjw2 + yjw + q = (alw - a2)(b,d-lw - b2d-l) 
where h = a2/al . Put 
a = k-4 , a217 b = P, , &I, C = [xi 9 Yj 2 2j1- 
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From Kronecker’s theorem (See [2, Vol. II, Art. SO]) it follows that 
c = abd-l. By (32) there are integral ideals a’, b’ and elements 01, /3 of T 
for which 
a = cd, N(a’) < C, 
and 
b = fib’, N(b’) < Cs2. 
Thus we can write c = a’b’c$P. Again by (32) there is an integral 
ideal b for which 
b - (a’b’)-l, N(b) < c,z. 
Setting p = d/0$3 gives b] = a’b’b/cb. 
Since cb is integral we have iV(cb) > 1. Thus 
N([p]) = N(a’b’b/cb) = N(a’) N(b’) N(b)/N(cb) < C:. 
Hence / p I < C,” since N([p]) = p/5 = I p I2 in an imaginary quadratic 
field. 
Define a,‘, a2’, bl’, b2’ T-integers by 
al’ = a,&, us’ = ag+, bl’ = b&l, b,’ = b&-l 
so that 
xjw2 + yjw + zj = (a,‘w - a<)(bl’w - b,‘)(l/p). 
Then by (2) 
and 
I al’ I = I xj I I h l--l I p I -x I xj I G3 
I ~2’ I = I zj I I bz’ I-l I p I < I xj I G3. 
But h is a root of g(w) = a,‘w - a2’ so 
Next, we show 1 xj I < H&!)3. We need 
A(w) = Xj(W - U(w - A,) 
where X = h, . By (16), (28), and the first inequality of (33), 
I 5 - A2 I 
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where the constants of this and all subsequent <<‘s depend only on t. 
Thus 
I 4 - 4 I G I f - A2 I <h,. 
By (16) and (28) 
/ Xj ] = Lj \ E - Xl 1-l 1 4$ - X2 1-l 
< Cl I xj+l I-’ (&1HT(h)3)2 < ( Xj I-’ h:,. 
Hence 
Thus 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let h be the root off,(w) for which I 4 - h 1 is minimized. Ifj is large, 
then I xj ) is large and by Lemma 3, Hr(h) is large. Thus for sufficiently 
large j we have by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 
Pj < 2Ki”Hr(A)” Lj < 21qC,gX$3Lj 
and hence by (13) 
Pj < KlXj3Lj a (34) 
4. ANOTHER INEQUALITY 
The inequality (34) gives an upper bound for the Pi, but so far we 
have no useful lower bound. We shall derive a lower bound in the third 
of the following three lemmas. 
The set of x = (x, y, z) with components in T is a vector space over T. 
Our lemmas will concern the linear dependence of sets of three successive 
minimal points xjml , xi , Xj+l in this vector space. 
LEMMA 4. If a point x not (0, 0,O) with T-integer components is 
dependent on x, , xnfl then there are T-integers 01, f3, y with 
where I y I < C, . 
x = OIy-lx, + py-lx,+I (35) 
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Proof. Certainly there exist elements A, p of T for which 
x = ht +p,+1. 
Further, there are relatively prime T-integral ideals a, 6, c satisfying 
[Xl = b/a, b] = c/a. 
In order to prove that N(a) is no larger than 625C,” we introduce some 
further notation. 
Write (t, 7) G (e’, q’) (mod 1) if 5 - 6’ and q - ?I’ are T-integers. Then 
for T-integers p, p’, (ph, pp) = @‘A, p’p) (mod 1) is equivalent to 
(p - p’) b/a and (p - p’) c/a being integral ideals. Since a, b, c are rela- 
tively prime, this holds precisely if p - p’ is in a. There are exactly N(a) 
residue classes modulo a so that as p runs through the T-integers, (PA, pcL> 
will run through precisely N(a) residue classes modulo 1. 
By the remarks preceding (2) we can choose an integral basis { 1, w} 
for T over the rationals for which 1 w  I < P2. Let 7~ be the parallelogram 
in the complex plane of numbers x + yw where x, y are real with 
0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1. Every residue class of points (&q) modulo 1 
has precisely one representative in 7~ x rr. Hence there will be N = N(a) 
distinct points 
(51 9 rll)?..., (5N 3 %v) 
in 7~ x rr where each point 
for T-integers p1 ,..., p,,, . 
Now suppose by way of contradiction that 
625Cs4 < N(a). 
Divide each edge of the parallelopiped 7~ x n into m = [N1/4] - 1 equal 
parts. This divides r x ?T into m4 smaller parallelepipeds, one of which 
must contain two points say (& , Q), (.$ , ?lj). The distance between these 
points must be no larger than the sum of the lengths of the edges of the 
small parallelopiped containing them and this is 
2m-‘(1 + 1 w  1) < 2(1 + (D)1/2)(N1/4 - 2)--l < (5/2) CJV-1/4. 
Thus there are T-integers c.r, T with 
j pih - fjX - CJ 1 < (512) Cr,N-1’4, I pip - pjp - T I < (5/2) C5N-l14. 
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Sin= (& , rli) f (tj , ~~1, we put p. = pi - pj and get boh - u, pop - T) f 
(0, 0). 
Set 
x’ = POX - @ha - 7x,+1 = Goo)( - 0) x, + (pop - 7) x,+1 # (0, 0,O). 
We have assumed that iV(~)-l/~ < (5C,)-l so that 
I x’ I d (5/2) CsNW’4 (1, + X,+,1 < 5CJ$V4 X,+1 < X,,, 
and 
1 L(x’)l ,< (512) CJV(LI)-~‘~ (Ln + L,+l) < 5C,N(a)-114 L, < L, 
which contradicts (29). Thus 
N(a) < 625Cs4. 
By (32) there is an integral ideal a’ in the equivalence class of a-l for 
which 
N(a’) < Cbz. 
Since aa’ is integral and principle there is a T-integer y with [r] = aa’. 
Thus from (9) 
N([y]) = N(a) N(a’) < 625C,B = Cez 
and hence 1 y 1 < C, since N([‘]) = ~7 = ] y I2 in an imaginary quadratic 
field. 
Finally, set ~11 = yh and /3 = yp which are T-integers so we have 
h = ayy-l and p = &I. 
LEMMA 5. There are in$nitely many values of n for which the points 
%2-l P x, 3 x,+~ are linearly independent. 
Proof. Otherwise there is an m for which each set of three consecutive 
elements of the sequence 
is linearly dependent. On the other hand, by (30) any two points x8, xI 
are linearly independent. Hence x,-~ , x, , x,-~ and x,-~ , x, , x, would 
both be linearly dependent sets, Thus by Lemma 4 there are T-integers 
g , /3j , 3/? (j = 1, 2) satisfying 
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and 
173 I -=I G (j = 1,2). 
Since x,-r, x, are linearly independent we also have o$& - &$ # 0. 
Using these formulas together with (2) we see that 
I LlwL) - d4&l4)1 
= I y1y2 l--l1 Q31 - 0432 I Ix,-lL(X,) - &J&n-l)/ 
> ci2 / L(x,-1x, - X,X,-l)1 . 
But by (28) 
1 xn-lL(X,) - x&(x,-l)1 < x7&-,L, + X,L,-, < c,(x,-,x;:l + x3 
and the latter term approaches zero as n gets large. 
Thus L(x,-,x, - x,&J = 0 and therefore x,-rx, - x,x,,+, = 0. 
Similarly, JJ,,+~x, - ~~x,,+r = 0, z,,+rx, - z,x,-r = 0. Since neither 
x,-r nor x, is (0, 0, 0), this contradicts (30). 
LEMMA 6. If n is large enough and if x,-~ , x, , x,,+~ are linearly 
independent, then 
Pn+Jn-L-I > K, . (36) 
Proof. The determinant 
X,-l mL3 U&I-J 
%I P(x?J -ml) 
X,+1 P(&+1) L(%3+1) 
is equal to the similar determinant formed by x,-~ , ynml , z,-~ , etc. and 
hence is a T-integer. By the hypothesis of linear independence the 
determinant is not zero and hence by (2) has absolute value at least 1. 
In the rest of this section and the next we shall make frequent use of 
(28) and (34). 
The cofactor of P(x,-J in the determinant has absolute value 
I -%&+1%L) - ~,QL,*)l < 2CJ,-:, * 
Hence the contribution of the terms containing P(x& is no more than 
2C,X&P,-, < 2C,K,X,-:,X:-,L,-, < 2C,“K,X&X;-,X;” < 2C12K . 
Similarly, the contribution of the terms containing P(x,) is less than 
2C,%, . 
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Thus the contribution made by terms containing P(x,+~) has absolute 
value at least 2& = 1 - 4C12KI . Thus 
2K2 < (Ix,-1 IL, + IxnlLn-~)Pn+~ < 2XzLn-lPn+l. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let m be a large integer for which x,+, , x,,, , &+, are linearly inde- 
pendent and let n be the least integer greater than m for which x,-~, x, , 
x,+~ are linearly independent. Then each set of three consecutive points 
of the sequence 
is linearly dependent. Thus x,-, , x, are each linearly dependent on x, , 
x,+r . Hence by Lemma 4 there are T-integers aj , pj , ‘yj (j = 1,2) for 
which 
and I y3 I < C, (j = 1,2). 
We see using these formulas and the fact that c@~ - a& is a nonzero 
T-integer that 
I fYx,-1) LhJ - mn> U%-111 
= IYlY2 l--l I %82 - a281 I fY&n)Lkn+,) - mrz+1) mn>l 
b c,-’ I mn) mm+3 - fYhz+1) mn)l . 
We first see that by (28) and (34), 
I P&&-l) Uxn) - mJ L(x?l-111 
< P,-,L, + P,L,-, < K,X;-,L,-IL, + KJ,,%,L,-, 
< ClK,L,(X:-,X;2+ X,"X;") < 2ClKlX,L,. 
On the other hand, using (28), (34), and (36) 
I wTn+1) LW - fY%J Ux?n+,)l 
2pm,,-L - PwLl > K2X;'L,1_,L, - KlX,,,3L,L,,l 
> C,-lK2XmL, - C,K,X,L, = X,L,(C,-'K, - C,K,). 
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From (14) and (15) we see that 
2C,KlC,2 = (2($)-l - 3C,K, = C;lK, - C,K, . 
A combination of the above inequalities gives X,L, > X,L, . This 
leads to a sequence of XjLj which increases in value as j increases. But 
by (28) 
L, -=I GKzl 
for each n, so that 
X,L, < X,+,L, < c,x& . 
Hence our sequence of X, * 4’s must approach zero as j increases. Thus 
we have a contradiction and the theorem holds. 
6. PROOF OF (4) 
For 6 real, (4) is not as good as the results of Wirsing in [6]. Thus we 
may assume 4 = a + bi with b # 0. 
We shall first prove the result for 12 = 3. For x,, , x1 , x2 , xB real let 
x = (x0, x1,x2 3 -4, (37) 
L(x) = x0 + Xl6 + x25” + x,P, (38) 
and 
P(x) = Xl + 2x25 + 3x&9. 
Note that there are real numbers rj , sj (0 <<j < 3) with 
and that 
Re(L(x)) = 2 rixj , Im(L(x)) = i s,xj (4) 
j=O j=O 
r. = 1, rl = a, so = 0, s, = b. (41) 
LEMMA 7. There are injinitely many x with rational integer components 
satisfying 
I LWl 4 I x I-l (42) 
where < depends only on E. 
Proof. There exists a constant C = C(.$) > 0 such that if X > 1 then 
the parallelopiped S defined by 
1 Xj j < CX 
I Re(L(x))I -c CX-I, 
(j = 2, 3), 
I Im(L(x))I < CX-i 
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contains a volume greater than 16. Thus by Minkowski’s theorem from 
the Geometry of Numbers, S contains an integer point x. Using this 
together with (40) and (41) gives 
Ixl<X I w4l< X-l, 
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 8. Ifx is an integer point then for n = 3 
I x I < max(l Ux)l, I JWI), 
where the constant of < depends only on t. 
Proof. By (38), (39), (40), and (41) 
Re(L(x)) = x0 + ax, + (a” - b2) x2 + a(a2 - 3b2) x, , 
Im(L(x)) = bx, + 2abx, + b(3a2 - b2) x, , 
Re(P(x)) = x1 + 2ax, + 3(a2 - b2) xs , 
Im(P(x)) = 2bx, + 6abx, . 
Since the coefficients of the ~3)s form a nonsingular matrix, 
I Xi I < max(l WI, I PW, (0 < j < 3), 
(43) 
and the result follows. 
Now let us prove (4) for n = 3. By Lemma 7 there are infinitely many x 
with rational integer components not all zero for which 
I Jml < I x 1-l. 
If x, # 0 then 
L(x) = X3 fi (5 - %I, 
i=l 
whereIt--a11 <[t--a,j <If--or,I.Further, 
P(x) = x3G - %Kt - 012) + (5 - %X5 - a31 + (%t - a,)@ - %I). 
Since by Lemma 8 I x I < I P(x)) for each of the x and since 
I P(x)l/l L(x)1 < I 8 - 01~ I-l, it follows that 
I E - % I < I Q)l I fwl-’ < I x l-2. 
If x3 = 0 proceed as above using 
Ux) = x2 fi (E - “I) if x2 # 0 
$=l 
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and 
e) = x1(5 - 4 if xZ = 0. 
The proof of (4) when n = 2 is similar but simpler than the case n = 3. 
Put x = (x0, x1, x2), L(x) = x, + x15 + xX$. Then one shows as in 
Lemma 7 that there are infinitely many x with rational integer components 
not all zero with I L(x)1 < 1 x I-1/2. It follows as in Lemma 8 that for 
each x with rational integer components 
I x I < maxiI Ux)l, I PWO, 
where P(x) = x1 + 2x,.$. Finally, if 01~ is the root of f(w) = 
x, + xlw + xsw2 = 0 closest to e, then 
I t - ol, I < I L(x)\ I P(x)l-‘< I x l--(3/2). 
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